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1. Introduction 

The low-lying states of medium-weight and heavy nuclei . 

are rather well described by approximate solving of the problem 

with. the following Hamiltonian defining the interactions of the 

nucleons in the nucleus: 

(1) 

Here llov is the average field of the neutron and the proton 

systems, Hp., .' the interactions leading:to superconducting 

pairing cor.relations, T..t the kinetic energy of rotation. 

)1,.. the Coriolis interaction describing the relationship 

between the internal motion and the rotation. Ha., ·the multi-

pole-multipole interaction, lluQ the spin-mult1pole-spin-· 

-multipole interaction, H.' some other types of interactions 

including •. e.g.,the Gamov-Teller-type interaction. We note 

that this division is somewhat conditional. as far as, for 

example. the average field is separated after averaging H 
over the ground state •. 

In the present report we analyse which terms of the 

Hamiltonian (1) are important at intermediate and high excita

tions, what are the causes of .complication.s of the state, struc

ture with increasing' excitation energy,and what are particular. 

features of the wave functions of highly excited states compared 

with. the wave functions of lowly excited states • 
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2. The Average Field of Spherical and Deformed Nuclei· 

The decisive steps in·the description of the low-lying 

states of nuclei are the following:· 'firstly, we separate the 

average nuclear field .and, secondly, .we postul~te that for .the 

ground states of doubly even nuclei· in a given. region with 

respect to A the average field is chosen so that the density 

matrix is diagonal, and·the correlation function assumes a 

canonical form ( see refs~- 1 •2 ). This implies that· in treating 

the ground states we should take into account in addition to the 

average field only one kind of residual interactions, the in

teractions leading'to superconducting pairing correlations: 

The conception of the average field is found to be useful 

in the analysis of the state structure at excitation energies· 

exceeding the neutron binding energy Bn • · Physical grounds 

for the use of the average field in the description of highly 

excited states.are the large effect of: the shells on the density 

and the widths of neutron resonances and their display in nuclear 

reactions in which levels of an energy of (10-20) MeV are 

excited. 

When the number of nucleons in unfilled. shells increases 

there occurs a transition from spherical to def~rmed nuclei.· 

Because of.deformation the subshell strength is distributed 

over some single-particle'levels of the average field potential 

of a deformed nucleus. Fig.l gives the-energies of the single-· 

particle states with Kr • 'l'2 • and the components of the 3 5,/,z 
and 4 s'/.z subshells in the expans~on of the single-particle wave 

functions in the· spherical basis. It is seen that the strength 
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in the neutron system with A=239 at )3z6 0.23, 

f3~c =0.08. 
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The numbers labelling the.levels indicate the values-

of the components 3S,ll. and 4S,Iz in the expansion of 
. . 

the wave func~ion of the deformed Saxon-Woods potential 

in the spherical basis. 
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of the 3S,1z and ~ S'lz subshells is distributed among many 

single-particle levels. The subshell splitting due to deformation 

is one of the first manifestations of the fragmentation process. 

Of' much importance is the problem of the nuclear shape in 

excited states. On the basis of a large amount·of experimental 

data (behaviour of the strength functions for the s- and p-wave 

neutron resonances, probabilities of the alpha and gamma 

transitions from highly·excited states, spfitting of the EI giant 

resonance and so on) it may be concluded that the shape of 

spherical and deformed nuclei for the majority of states does 

not change essentially With increasing excitation energy. The 

problem of the shape of the excited states of the transition

-region nuclei is more complicated. Among excited s~ates there 

are states the equilibrium deformation of which differs strongly 

from that for the ground states. These are spontaneously fissio

ning isomers 3 and some quasiparticle st~tes 4,5 • 

Thus we can draw the ·conclusion that the description of the 

states of an excitation energy somewhat exceeding Bn should 

be based on the same average field potentials which are used 

in the description of the low-lying states. The problem of 

applicability of the conception of the average field is tight-

ly related to the problem to wha~ excitation energies the shells 

are displayed. It is very important to answer the latter question 

in order to understand the' nature of highly excited states. 
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J. Superconducting Pairing Correlations 

The interactions leading to superconducting pairing correla~ 

tiona strongly affect the structure of low-lying states. In'the 

excited state description use is m~de of the following quasi-

particle op~rators 

0 

I . . ·f(9) »EF 

cf,;T 
.,.. 

= U9 a7." i"V 1J a [{rJ ~{F 
f F 

I ~ E (q) <<.EF 

a { 

For a single-particle le~el Cf .. lying much above the Fermi 

level the quasiparticle production operator transforms to the 

(2) 

particle production operator. For _the .level f! . with f ( 9) << f:".c. 
the quasiparticle production operator transforms.to the hole 

production operator. . ' 

The pairing correlations ·become less important. with increa-

·sing excitation ·e~~rgy.' The quasiparticle energy. c ( t;) ~ ~c'.(£(~)-A)' 
. ·~ 

for I E(q)-A 1 >::>- C· transforms·to the single-particle energy 

I £(q )'->. I • At high excitations pairing Should be' taken into 

consideration, because it affects noticeably the state structure· 

and presents:a convenient mathematical tool. Troubles connected 

with the.application of the .theory of pairing correlations to 

highly excited states are due to the necessity of taking·into· 

account the ·blocking effect. 

. .. :. 
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4. Multipole-Multipole and Spin-Multipole-Bpin-Multipole 

Interactions 

There are two types of low-lying nonrotational states: 

quasiparticle for which the density matrix is· diagonal and 

collective connected with the nondiagonal part of the density 

matrix. To describe the collective states we introduce the 

residual interaction 

Vctf- f o~lr ui -i J(rruJ~m) 
1 z. VO" , z J 

(J) 

which is presented in the form of the multipole-multipole and 

spin-multipole-spin-multipole expansions. The angular part of 

this interaction is determined while in the radial dependence 

there is an ambiguity. It is essential for mathematical treat

ment that the radial part is taken in a factorized form. 

In all the nuclei.there.are observed low-lying collective 

quadrupole . ( A' 2 ) and octupole ( A ' S ) states. The wave 

functions of the collective one-phonon states are a superposi

tion of a large number_ of .. two-quasiparticle components. The 

presence of the nondiagonal part of the density_matrix leads 

to a distribution of the two-quasiparticle state strength over 

the collective levels in, spherical. and deformed nuclei. This is 

the second type of fragmentation. 

Among highly excited states there are collective,states 

commonly called giant resonances. The giant resonances must have 

different multipolarities and different isoscalar and isovector 

parts. There is sufficient information about the EI giant reso

nances, some data are also obtained on the E2 and MI giant 

resonances. Of much interest is the problem of monopole states 

with high multipolarities. 
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The presence of the quadrupole and octupole collective_ 

low-lying states and high-lying states of. the type of giant 

resonances is the universal property of all nuclei. 

Consideration of t_he multipole-multipole and spin-multipole

spin-multipole interactions· is important when one treats the 

excited states in a large energy interval. 

.5. The Density of Excited States 

A correct description .of the density of-the· highly excited 

state serves as a criterion of a.wide use of. a given model. 

The general laws of.the density behaviour are given by the 

Fermi-gas model. An essentially improve'd.description of tlie 

state density is. obtained in the indep_endent quasiparticle model 

with the use of the' methods of statistical averaging 6 • Good ~--, 
description of. the density up to· the neutron~ binding energy Bn 
is alsoobtained in the framework of the semi-microscopic approach 

to the ·auperfluid nuclear model 7 • accounting for quasiparticle 

and phonon excitations. 

.The wave functions of the independent quasiparticle model 

. and .the wave functions in the form of. the product o~ .. :"he quasi-

particle and-phonon operators do not describe the structure 

.. of states of intermediate and high energies. The correct descrip

_tion of the state density provides only evidence that this model 

may serve as a basis 'for describing the structure of highly · 

excited. states as faa as the .configuration space of,the model 

_is large-enough to cover the whole complexity of highly excited 

states. 
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6. Complication of the Level Structure with 

Increasing Excitations 

If the nuclear states are considered as states having 

a definite number of quasiparticlea and phonons then it is 

impossible to explain a large amount of experimental facts on 

the excited states of complex nuclei. For example, 1~ a nucleus 

in the ground or one-quasiparticle state captures a, slow neutron 

this cannot result in the production of a many-quasiparticle 

state, and in the framework of such an approach it is impossible 

to explain the density of neutron resonances and their widths. 

In the understanding of the structure of highly excited 

states and the description of them in the language of quasi

particles and phonons in which the low-lying states are also 

treated, the main role is attributed to the process called 

fragmentation or fractionalization. By fragmentation we mean 

the distribution of the strength of-a one,- two- or many-par

ticle states oyer many nuclear levels. In other words, frag

mentation isresponsible,for example, for the distribution of the 

single-particle state being the solution of the Schrodinger 

equation with the Saxon-Woods potential over a number of nuclear 

levels. 

There are two main causes leading to_ complication of the 

state structure with increasing excitations: the first on~_is 

the interaction of the single-particle and collective motions 

described as the interaction of quasiparticles with phonons; 
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the second cause is the connection· of the. intrinsic· and 

rotational motions described via the Coriolis interaction. 

The interaction of quasiparticles with phonons is of much 

importance in the process o:f fragmentation. It leads to mixing 

o:f the components differing by one phonon or by two quasiparticles. 

As a result of consideration of the quasiparticle-phonon 

interaction the wave function has the form o:f a sum of one-, 

two-,- three- and higher phonon components in the case o:f doubly 

even nuclei. In odd nuclei the wave :function consists of the 

:following components: one-quasipart_icle, quasiparticle plus 

phonon, quasiparticle plus two phonons,etc. These facts underlie 

the mod.el suggested in r~:fs •. S,9 for describing highly excited. 

states. Much progress is made in developing an approximate method 

for reducing the determinant of the order {o4 to a secul~r 
equation. 

As investigations iz;t the framework of" this model show, 'the 

first quadrupole and octupole phonons strongly affect the process 

of fragmentation. The st~onger the collectivization of a one

phonon state the greater :its effect on the process of f'ragr:tenta

tion. -~ragmentation is ndticeably affected by higher phonons.· Of 

interest is the problem or the in:rluence of the collective .. states 

or the type of giant resonances on the fragmentation process. 

It seems necessary to study the effect of the collective phonons 

describing giant resonances on fragmentation·and the complicat_ion 

of the structure of highly excited states. 

It should be noted that the complication of the structure 

with increasing exci tat'ion energy is uni vers~l, it occurs 

in all nuclei. Theref~re much attention should be paid to the 

investigation of this process. 
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In the· 'framework of the semi-micro~copic approach in t~e 

superfluid nuclear model :We construct lO,ll the wave function 

of a highly excited state~ The wave function is presented in the 

form of an expansion in the number.of quasiparticles. The 

complication· of the state structure with increasing excitations 

exhibits in the fact that in the·wave function the role of 

the ~omponents ~ows as the number of quasiparticles increases 

gradually. When constructing such a wave function we start from 

the Hamiltonian (1) and use the 'single-particle states of the 

average field potential and the mathematical apparatus of the 

theory of superconducting pairing correlations. We bear in mind 

the residual interactions in (1) which are employed to describe 
-:"'"• . 

effects caused by the nondiagonal parts ··of the density matrix 

and the correlation function. 

The wave function of ,e_.g., the highly excited state of an 

odd spherical nucleus is of the form 

Jt. (I" 11 J =,. b; cL/n f;Jo + 

(4) 

+ L b: ( /,m<izm4im)d;~,,d;;~·J;m; !tJ, + 
l•tz}J 
"''/171. HJJ 

~ b>. ( · · · · ·. m).tt" ,.,. tf .,. · ,,. /,/ + 
+ ~ . I J•"'•J•mz/Jm;J~n1rJs 'S "'i•..,,"7z""•~:,..,J~~""'~ms- To ····. 

/•J•JJJ•Js 
""'"'tl"'J"'""'s 

We should add to this expression terms with the operators of 

pairing vibrational phonons which replace the operators 

12 

(~',_, .J.J-.ro )Z•O • In addition, we can introduce explicitly in (4) 

the operators of any phonons. In (4) the summation is performed 

over the single-particle states of the neutron and proton sys-

tem, ftlo is the wave function of a quasiparticle or phonon 

vacuum. 

When constructing the wave.function (4) we assume that the 

density matrix is diagonal for the ground state of the nucleus~ 

In this representation the wave function of a highly excited 

state must contain thousands of different components. The use 

of this representation for the_ highly excited stat~ wave 

function is physically justified. In the majority of cases the 

formation of a highly excited state occurs due to capture 
" of a slow neutron or a high energy . f- ray by a targe~-nucleus 

in the ground zero-quasiparticle or one-quasiparticle states. 

There.£ore: the expansion (4) is made as if 'in the basis functions 

of the target-nucle~s. 

The operator form of the wave function. is used in reflil~,lO,ll: 

to express the reduced neutron radiational and alpha widths in 

neutron resonances in terms of the coefficients b~ . In this 

way there arise·s· the problem of experimental determination of 'the 
. ). 

coefficients bj . ·The coefficients b I· can be found from 

the spectrciscoi:>ic factors of the reactions of the types ( dp ) . 

and (ctt ) from the·probabilities of ft decays, from the pro-· 

babilities of r .. transitions between ·the excited states ,etc. 

Consider, for example, one-quasiparticle.components. The 

st~ngth'of e'ach· single-particle state is distributed over 

several: .ievels. it lew energies this fragmentation is manifested 

in C clp ) and ( ct t ) reaction~ whim seme leve.ls are excited. 
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'Nith increasing excitation energy the level density grows 

and it is difficult to find them experimentally. Therefore,. in 

ref. 11 it is proposed to determine experimentally the 'strength 

functions in the (a p) reaction with momentum transfer . t = I 

and compare them with the strength- functions for p- wave neut

rons. This way can be utilize-d to. study ~he strength function 

as ,a function of the excitation energy~ 'The ( dt) reaction cross 

sections can yield inf~rmation about the strength functions 

associated with the fragmentation of hole states. It is of 

particular concern to clarify how the fragmentation of the 

strength of the hole states differs from that of the particle 

states. 

7. The Structure of the HighlY Excited State and the Compound State 

At excitation energies close to and higher than_the neutron 

binding energy the wave functions(4) contain thousands of-different 

'few-quasip~rticle and ~ny-quasiparticle components. These wave 

functions possess the properties of the compound states suggested 

by N.Bohr. In fact, the formation of.a·highly excited state can 

proceed through some components of the wave function and the 

decay through some others. Therefore_ in the majority of cases, 

the basic condition of the compound. state, independe~ce of its 

decay of the·method of formation, is valid. Because of a very 

large number-of the components of the wave function some few

quasiparticle components must have, as a rule, small yalues. This 

results in an essential hindrance of the probabilities of gamma 
~-

transitions to low-lying states. Therefore the half-life~of a 

highly excited state must be much~nger than that of a one-quasi

particle or two-quasiparticle state. 

14 

Our-interpretation of_the-highly excited state differs 

from the conception of the compound state suggested. by N.Bohr. · 

The latter is based on the smallness of the mean free path 

of the nucleon in the'nucleus and, according to it, a.compound 

nucleus is formed as a result of numerous collisions after 

penetration of the particle into.the nucleus. Our treatment of 

the ~ighly excited state is based onthe model of independent 

quasiparticles and residual interaction described by.the Hamil-
. ' 

tonian. (1). We start from the-fact that in our representation 

the wave• function is a many-component one. It enables all the 

effects interpreted by means of the compoUnd state to be under

stood. It can be-used to_ explain the particular features of 

excitation as a result of the capture of a nucleon or absorption 

of a gamma ray. However, in such an approach we do not put the, 

question as to how such a complex state is formed dynamically 

from the simple state_ due to a. capture ,of.a nucleon·or a-gamma 

ray. 

The experiments, whiclJ.. study excitation. and decay of· inter-,. 

mediate and highly excited states, involve, as a rule, only 

few-qu~siparticle. components of the wave function. So, for 

-4 -8 example,. few-quasiparticle components amounting to a 10 -10 .• 
. ' ' 

part of the normalization of the wave functions of the neutron 

resonances are displayed in the study of the neutron resonances. 

It should be noted that it is just for these few-quasiparticle 

components alone that the .laws of the statistical nuclear 

model are valid. 
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12 
In ref. the problem is whether all the components 

of the wave function of a highly excited state are small·or 

whether among them there are relatively large components. 

Experiments on gamma transitions between highly excited states 

capable of reveaiing large_ many-quasi-components "in their wave 

functio~s are suggested. 

In some cases experimental data make it possible to extract 

evidence about some components of the wave functions -(4). Of 

much convenience are the ( ('n) reactions since the known 

structure of the initial state permits reconstruction possible 

components in the excited state. In some cases it is possible 

to obtain information on three- and five- quasiparticle components 

of the wave functions of highly excited states. In this respect. 

the most favourable is the study of the EI transitions in 177Lu 

from the neutron resonances with I7r= 11/z- and 'o/z- to three

quasiparticle states. 

The available expe!imental data enable us to give some 

conclusions about the main laws of the fragmentation process. 

Thi's problem is discussed in detail in ref. lJ where it is noticed 

that the degree of fragmentation is A-dependent. Fragmentation is 

strongly weakened in doubly closed shell nuclei and in nucle~ 

differing from the latter by one nucleon. Certain approximate 

laws make fragmentation less strong which is observed in isobar 

analogue states. 

In the collective states of .t~e type of giant-resonances 

the few-quasiparticle components to which there correspond 

phonons of a definite multipolarity are of greater importance. 

Because of the quasiparticle-phonon interaction the strength of a 

16 

collective branch is die_tributed .over. many nuclear lel!'els. The 

wave functions of the states of .. the type of giant resonances 
' . ~ ' 

contain a large number of different many-quasiparticle campo·:>. ... 

nents. 

It should be noted that the division of the wave function 

into simple and more complicated .parts is widely used in the . 

interpretation of the __ excitation .!itnd decay processes of highly. 

excited states. Ho!'fever, .the mathematical procedure of sucoes

sive introduction of simpleand complicated components should 

not be understood literally. We cannot impart to-this procedure 

the physical meaning of the transitions from simple configura

tions to more complicateq ones. 

8. Conclusion 

It follows from the analysis made here ·that the considerat

ion of nuclear interaction in the form of-the Hamiltonian (1) 

and the suggested method of solving the,nuclear many~body 

problem may serve as a basis for describing low, intermediate 

and high nuclear states. It is undoubtful that further study of 

excited states will lead to the necessity of adding to the 

Hamiltonian (1) new terms, e.g.,corresponding to tensor forces 

and to improving the mathematical methods. 

With increasing excitation energy the state density increases 

and their structure becomes more complicated •. This is the uni

versal property of all nuclei. The complication of the structure 

is caused by the fact that with increasing excitation energy 

the number of the degree .. of freedom responsible for the forma

tion of a given state increases, and the interactions of the 

17 



noncoherent type become more and more important. It is shown 

that the coupling of the single-particle and collective motions 

presented in' the ·form of the quasiparticle-phonon interaction 

play the important part in the process of complication of the state 

structure. Of importance ·is also. the relationship ·between·rota

tion and intrinsic motion. Searche·s for forces and mechanism 

leading to complications of the structure with increasing excita

tions are for the time being-the-principal task. 

The detailed study of the structure of intermediate and high 

energy states is still in its initial stage. Because of the comp

lexity of.these.states it is necessary to make a combined study 

by various experimental methods. It is undoubtful that to determine 

many-quasiparticle components the information needed can be 

'extracted from many-nucleon transfer reactions in the interaction 

of heavy ions with the nucl~i. 

It may be concluded that at present there is a general 

basis for describing low, intermediate and high excitations of -

atomic nuclei. 
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